Task 1

This chocolate cake is hot and runny in the middle
with a bit of soft sponge around the outside.

Can you improve this?

There are some mushy vegetables in this soup which
make it taste ok.

Can you improve this?

Inside the thin batter, there is hot white fish that falls
apart when you eat it and the chips on the side are
always hot.

Can you improve this?

Task 2

In the middle of the sea there is a good little island that is covered by sand.
It is sunny and hot. The waves move on the beach and the water is sort of
blue. You can lie on the beach and sunbathe or build sand castles but you
wont’ meet many people as the island is almost deserted. It is quiet and
calm so you might be able to relax. There are some different animals to see
hiding amongst the plants and you can get coconuts off the tree to drink
from. You also get your own hut to sleep in.

The city has many different types of building, some are big and some are
small. Each building has lots of different shops and restaurants in so you
can buy lots of things and eat lots of food. It is usually quite warm but
sometimes it can get misty from all the traffic pollution. You can do lots of
different things and see lots of different things. All the people and cars
make it very noisy and it never seems to be quiet. Your feet will hurt from
all the walking you will do because taking a taxi is too expensive here.

All of the snow makes everything look white, which can be a little bit
boring sometimes. The slopes are always covered ins snow so you can
come skiing at any time. There are lots of different shops but most of them
are really expensive and only sell designer clothes. The restaurants all light
up and night and look kind of cute. You can buy hot chocolate in big mugs
to drink but it can sometimes burn your tongue as it’s too hot. You will
need to wear lots of thick clothes as it is freezing cold, even when it’s
sunny.

